UNIVERSITY OF THE PUNJAB

Department of Examinations

Notification No_____.

Post Graduate Diploma in
Total Quality Management
(Semester System)
Session 2013-14 (Fall)

The result of the following candidates of Post Graduate Diploma in Total Quality Management (Semester System) Session 2013-14 (Fall) is declared as under:-

This result can also be seen on the Website: www.pu.edu.pk.

Note: This notification is issued, errors and omissions excepted as a notice only. An entry appearing in it does not in itself confer any right or privilege independently to the grant of a proper Certificate/Degree/Diploma which will be issued under the Regulations in due course.

If any student found expelled / rusticated or involved in any illegal activity result will be quashed as per University Rules.

Sr. # | Roll No. | Regd. No. | Name of the Candidate | Result | CGPA | OPM
---|---|---|---|---|---|---
1. | DQM 130301 | 2006-lgl-77 | Zahra Badar Munir D/o S. Badar Munir Shah | Left the Course | | |
2. | DQM 130302 | 2002-z-15098 | Tahira Afzal D/o Muhammad Afzal Rana | Left the Course | | |
3. | DQM 130303 | 05-ucs-59 | Haider Ali S/o Pervaiz Akhter | Dropped | | |
4. | DQM 130304 | 2011-o-79 | Wasif Shahzad Harral S/o Muhammad Irshad | Pass 2.52 | 64.80 | |
5. | DQM 130305 | | M. Furqan Afzal | Dropped | | |
6. | DQM 130306 | | Abdur Rehman S/o Ghulam Sarwar | Dropped | | |
7. | DQM 130307 | 2011-o-79 | Umair Shakir S/o Ch. M. Ashfaq Ali Shakir | Pass 2.74 | 67.60 | |
8. | DQM 130308 | | Arslan Baig S/o Naeem Haider | Left the Course | | |
9. | DQM 130309 | | Sami Ullah | Left the Course | | |
10. | DQM 130310 | | Sahla Naz | Left the Course | | |
11. | DQM 130311 | 2007-gwl-131 | Farah Chaudhry D/o Muhammad Aslam | Left the Course | | |
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